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Introduction
The issue of work has had an eventful history over the last 150 years of philosophic thought. In the beginning of that period`work' was considered a key concept of practical philosophy as, allegedly, it was only a matter of years until working relations would lead to the biggest social reconstruction the world had ever seen. Yet, after the authoritative criticism of Marxist thought in the middle of the last centuryfor which the names Castoriadis and Habermas stand outthe tide has turned. For the rest of the 20 th century the issue of work had, if at all, been brought up mostly as a matter of burial. The`end of work' (Rifkin) became a foregone conclusion. Now, nally, the waves seem to calm, and a less ideological treatment of work and its role in society is in reach. It is, hence, only logical that the oeuvre of John Rawlsa philosopher with a reputation for sobrietyhas recently been investigated with regards to its bearing upon work (cf. Hsieh 2009; Moriarty 2009 ). Unfortunately, in contrast to his great liberal precursor J. S. Mill, Rawls has not delivered a fully-edged political economy, and, as a result, there is no clear account of the function work would assume in a Rawlsian society. We will, therefore, never know exactly what this eminent philosopher thought of the issue. The closest Rawls got to spelling out a political economy are his considerations of a fair economic system, what he calls a Property-Owning Democracy (POD), in his late work Justice as Fairness. Thereby, he touches upon the issue of work. It is from these remarks, and a few others, widely scattered over his opus, that those with an interest in Rawls's understanding of work must construct a Rawlsian account of the societal function of work in a just society.
To do so is the main concern of the article at hand. As part of this task it is to be investigated whether a governmental provision of a basic income (BI) is a suggestion that could be endorsed by Rawls's theory of justice. The relation between his theory and BI is a controversial issue. Van Parijs (1995, 946) and Birnbaum (2010) argue that BI is a necessary supplement to Rawls's theory and Williamson (2009, 444) claims that BI ts well into Rawls's POD whereas Freeman (2007, 229) provides strong evidence to make the case that Rawls rejected BI. The application of Rawls's account of work to BI is not only of interest as it might extend our understanding of Rawls but also because it sheds new light on the issue of BI as the only one among the more radical proposals to reshape the societal role of work with a real chance to be implemented in a Western democracy in due course. In Switzerland a popular initiative has collected enough signatures to elicit a national referendum on the implementation of what would become a substantial BI.
The argument here presented commences with a reconstruction of Rawls's position on work, a reconstruction that signicantly revises Hsieh's (2009) as well as Moriarty's (2009) exegetical accounts of the role of work in Rawls's POD (section 2). Subsequently the plausibility of this alternative understanding of Rawls will be strengthened by demonstrating that it neatly dovetails Williamson's (2009) elaborations on the physiognomy of Rawls's POD (section 3). In a next step the thus strengthened Rawlsian account of work is called on to examine whether a governmental provision of a basic income is a suggestion that could be endorsed by Rawls (section 4). The article concludes with remarks on what Rawls's treatment of the issue of work tells us about the political implications of his oeuvre (section 5).
Rawls's Account of WorkA Reconsideration
To get a grasp on Rawls's understanding of the role of work in a just society, it is useful to begin with two accounts of work from which Rawls's must be kept apart. 1 The one can be called an instrumentalist, the other a sentimentalist understanding of work. As here invoked, both merely serve the purpose of giving Rawls's understanding of work clearer contours, and we can, hence, refrain from evaluating them. According to what I call an instrumentalist understanding of work, work's one and only function lies in providing the necessary means for a good life. An instrumentalist can account for the fact that some individuals value their work not only for the wage it pays, but also for non-pecuniary benets it provides. Yet, from the perspective of an instrumentalist, this is not something a society should foster. Rather it should be qualied as an individual taste on a par with, say, an interest in Spanish football or in Buddhist prayers. According to the instrumentalist, society's goal consists in being free from work as work is merely a necessary evil until technology is sophisticated enough to provide the resources needed for fullling each individual's conception of the good life without the help of human labor. Thus, from the instrumentalist's point of view, it is perfectly comprehensible, even legitimate, that individuals make use of every possibility to dodge worke.g. live from social securityas long as this is compatible with their conception of the good life. This attitude towards work is not a mere theoretical artice but conceptualizes, more or less, the libertarian position on work as it gures, for instance, in Van Parijs (1995, ch. 4) .
Whom I dub to be a sentimentalist with regards to work is someone who holds that work, far from being merely a replaceable means to other ends, is a vital part in the building of men's character and identity, and that, hence, people without a job are deprived of a major element in leading a good life. According to the sentimentalist, work forms an integral part of an individual's acquisition of what is often called second nature. Due to the utmost importance the sentimentalist attaches to work, she not only advocates a right to work but propagates a right to meaningful work. Thus, the sentimentalist position judges work primarily by its contribution to creating valuable members of society 2 and only secondarily by its eciency with regards to producing goods and services that are useful to society. This position is assumed by a motley crowd of thinkers. It is prominently advocated in Sennett's praise for the craftsman (2008) and it provides the base for Schwartz's claim that only an institutional right to meaningful work secures the autonomy of individuals (1982) . De Botton even entrusts work with consoling men for the transient nature of life (2009, 318 26) . The sentimentalist position can claim support at least as far back as Adam Smith's argument on the detrimental eects of the progress of the division of labour that will ultimately yield citizens as stupid and ignorant as it is possible for a human creature to become because the understandings of the greater part of men are necessarily formed by their ordinary employments (2008[1776] , 429).
With the instrumentalists and against the sentimentalists Rawls does not question that work has, rst and foremost, the task of eciently producing the goods and services a society needs to survive and to thrive. Rawls, in general, favors market economies, and this is also true when it comes to the organization of labor (cf. 1999[1971] , 240f.). Market organization, just as a few other possibilities for organizing an economy, falls, according to Rawls, within the realm of economic systems reconcilable with the rst principle of justice (equal liberties) as well as with the rst part of the second principle (fair equality of opportunity). The reason for favoring market organization over other forms not exempted by the justice principles so far, is that, under normal circumstances, market organization is most conducive to the second part of the second principle (the dierence principle) in that it eciently allocates production factors while, at the same time, allowing for distributive regulation by the governmente.g. via adjusting the overall amount of investment, the rate of interest, and the quantity of moneywith the aim of improving the situation of the least-advantaged members of society (1999[1971] , 241). So, for reasons of justice, Rawls impresses an eciency component on work. 3 Yet, with the sentimentalists and against the instrumentalists, the function of work in Rawls's theory is not limited to the eciency component. Work not only provides the means to acquire what Rawls calls primary social goods but is, as I will try to show, inextricably entangled with one of these primary goods, even with what is perhaps the most important one of these, namely self-respect (1999[1971] , 386). Without it, so Rawls elaborates on the special status of self-respect, nothing may seem worth doing, or if some things have value for us, we lack the will to strive for them. All desire and activity becomes empty and vain, and we sink into apathy and cynicism (1999[1971] , 386). The many communities and associations a well-ordered society comprises are the Rawlsian antidote to a loss of self-respect:
It normally suces that for each person there is some association (one or more) to which he belongs and within which the activities that are rational for him are publicly armed by others. In this way we acquire a sense that what we do in everyday life is worthwhile. (1999[1971] , 387) Rawls is not explicit on this point but it seems natural that the relations that individuals form at work play a signicant role in this respect. Taking into account that for a majority of citizens of Western nation states the workplace is the place where they spend most of their time awake, it is of vital importance that they get respect for what they do at work. The least that can be said is that, from a Rawlsian point of view, it is hardly imaginable that an individual can build and preserve self-respect if she is constantly told that her work is not worthwhile, if, in Rawls's words, her work is refused public armation by others.
The link between work and self-respect gets tightened if we take a look at Rawls's critique of welfare state capitalism (WSC), i.e. the economic system of most Western nation states. According to Rawls, WSC is decient because it is satised with redistributing economic means to the needy, instead of having the ambition to put all citizens in a position to manage their own aairs on a footing of a suitable degree of social and economic equality, and thereby turns the needy into objects of charity and compassion even if the means distributed are on a level sucient to lead a decent life (2001, 139) . For Rawls it is, hence, not enough that individuals have sucient economic means. Due to the crucial importance of self-respect it also plays a role how they get these means. So we can infer that, under normal circumstances, acquiring one's means through work instead of depending on governmental redistribution is an integral part in fostering self-respect. This dovetails Rawls's demand for full employment in the sense that those who want work can nd it (1999[1971] , 244).
Hence, besides the eciency component of work, Rawls's account comprises a self-respect component. The latter clearly separates Rawls from the instrumentalists. As Rawls's position with regards to work can be plainly distinguished from this camp one is tempted to push it too far into the sentimentalist camp. I think that Hsieh (2009, 398 ) somewhat succumbs to this temptation when he argues that Rawls's preference of POD over WSC can only be explained by the fact that it is of utmost importance to Rawls that individuals have meaningful work. Relying on a common denition of meaningful work, Hsieh determines it as work that requires the exercise of judgment, initiative, and intellect on the part of workers (2009, 400) . The connection he establishes between meaningful work and the superiority of a POD is that in a Rawlsian POD each individual has capital at her command and therefore more bargaining power in the labor market (2009, 406) . In order to lure workers, employers in a POD, so Hsieh continues, are forced to render workplaces more attractive by rendering work more meaningful; otherwise potential workers renounce on work and live, at least for some time, on their capital means instead (2009, 406 ).
Yet, in opposition to Hsieh, I do not see why WSC could not achieve the same eect that, according to Hsieh, only POD can bring into existence. By paying unconditional unemployment benets, the traditional welfare state could increase the bargaining power of the workers on the labor market. Individuals will decide against assuming a certain job if the utility it generates is not higher than or at least equal to the utility of the unemployment benet. Thereby WSC also has means to increase the pressure on the employers to improve working conditions, and the reason Hsieh provides for Rawls's preference of POD over WSC evaporates. 4 Hsieh's other argument for the supposedly high importance of meaningful work in Rawls's theory of justice is that Rawls subscribes to the Aristotelian Principle understood as: [O] ther things equal, human beings enjoy the exercise of their realized capacities (their innate or trained abilities), and this enjoyment increases the more the capacity is realized, or the greater its complexity. (Rawls 1999 (Rawls [1971 , 374, quoted by Hsieh 2009, 406 Yet, on the level of the basic structure of society, Rawlsagain for reasons of justice!has to give priority to the eciency component. The reason is that from the standpoint of Rawls's ideal theory sacricing the eciency of work would deprive the least-advantaged members of society from the gains of an ecient labor market; gains that ought to be used to their advantage (at least up to a certain threshold which in most societies is surely not reached yet), a relation between the need for labor markets and the dierence principle that is pointed out by Freeman (2007, 222) . 6 As this claim is directly deducible to the second part of the second principle of justiceand, therefore, to be decided at the legislative stageit has priority over the claim that work shall be meaningful, a claim that falls into partial compliance theory.
In other words, the eciency demand with regards to work is incorporated into the basic structure of society whereas the demand for meaningful work is to be negotiated by the relevant societal entitiese.g. between unions and employers. So the unions and the employers are restrained by the demand for eciency that is built into the basic structure of society and is hence binding for all further agreements (see Rawls's four-stage sequence 1999 Rawls's four-stage sequence [1971 , ch. 31). To reject that the meaningfulness of each job is an essential feature, which the organization of work in a just society is supposed to fulll, sets Rawls's concept of work apart from the sentimentalists. 7 Still, although it is, I suppose, not what Hsieh thinks it is, there is something to the claim that meaningful work plays an important role in Rawls's account of work. There is, to be more precise, more than a kernel of truth in Hsieh's (2012, 153) and Moriarty's (2009, 457f.) claim that the meaningfulness of work is entangled with what I call the self-respect component of work. In order to spell out what it is, it makes sense to get to the bottom of Hsieh's remark (2008, 76; 2012, 153 ) that Rawls's conception of meaningful work is connected with socialist thinking inspired by Marx. This will shed more light onto the self-5 There is, probably starting with Adam Smith's investigation of the pin factory, consistent empirical evidence that there is such a trade-o in many, though surely not in all, cases. The trade-o often stems from the eciency gains of specialization that takes variety out of an individual's job.
6 I thank an anonymous reviewer for shedding more light on this point. 7 One might then ask what about potential trade-os between the eciency component and the self-respect component? I think that in such a case his theory of justice obliges Rawls, for the reason and with the qualication just mentioned, to give priority to the eciency component. The reason I think that, nevertheless, the self-respect component can be called a function work has to fulll in Rawls's just society whereas the meaningfulness of work shall not be elevated to that status is, rst, that Rawls articulates the importance he attaches to self-respect much more clearer and, second, that in the real world there is far more often a trade-o between the eciency and the meaningfulness of work as understood by Hsieh than between a job's eciency and its potential to deliver self-respect to its holder. The rest of the article will shed more light on the latter claim.
respect component in Rawls's concept of work and will bring to the fore a third component of the function of work in Rawls's account.
Axel Honneth distinguishes two inuential forms of criticizing capitalist working conditions voiced by socialist thinkers (2012, essay 4). The one laments that capitalism is decient as it truncates the organic structure of work and with it the objectication of one's labor by cutting up production into dierent, in itself meaningless tasks. In other words, thanks to capitalism's extreme division of labor, workers can no longer identify with the product of their work as their individual contribution to the creation of the product is negligible. In the times of pre-factory work there supposedly was, in opposition to capitalist work, a high, often even full net output ratio enabling workers to regard the product of their work as an objectication of their skills. Due to that, according to this critique, workers found meaning in their labor, a form of gaining meaning I call meaning-through-the-use-of-one's-skills. 8 The other socialist critique identied by Honneth bemoans that in capitalism the creative cooperation between workers is no longer visible to the workers themselves. As a result, workers in capitalism cannot gain a sense of the importance of their work for the reproduction, let alone for the thriving of society. In pre-capitalist times this was, supposedly, not the case as workers were directly exchanging the products of their work in local markets and could thereby develop a sense of their work's importance to their fellow community members. I call this way of nding meaning in work meaning-through-one's-contribution-to-society. 9 It is neither the bite nor the empirical cogency of these two socialist criticisms I am interested in. Instead, for the here pursued purposes it is important to note that there is a structural dierence between the two forms of criticism. The former traces the supposed deprivation of modern work forms back to a worsened relation between an individual and what she does, between the worker and her work, so to speak. The latter traces the supposed deprivation back to a deteriorated relation between an individual and other individuals, between the worker and her fellow members of society.
When, in their accounts of Rawls's understanding of work, Hsieh (2009) and also Moriarty (2009) emphasize the importance of the exercise of judgment, initiative, and intellect on the part of workers (see above) they put Rawls in vicinity to the former form of criticism. They implicitly argue that what Rawls nds bothersome about modern work forms is that they deprive workers of satisfying experiences in what they do, of a satisfying relation between them and the object of their work. Yet, I think we can make more sense of Rawls's remarks on work when we put him into the vicinity of the latter socialist critique. Each time the issue of work is evoked in Rawls's books it is in relation with the idea of society as a fair system of cooperation or as a social union of social unions.
When speaking of work, Rawls reliably invokes the relation between individuals and their fellow members of society. This is the case in Justice as Fairness where he tells us how his theory is able to stay neutral to individuals with a comparatively high propensity for leisure time and, hence, a strong unwillingness to work. He introduces this issue by remembering the reader that his theory rests on the assumption that all citizens are normal and fully cooperating members of society over a complete life (2001, 179) . It is true when in The Law of Peoples he remarks that the lack of the opportunity for meaningful work is so detrimental because it makes it hard for individuals to create a sense that they are members of society (2002[1999] , 50). The connection between the individual and society is also striking when we glue Rawls to the claim that work is an important factor in an individual's creation of self-respect (as Hsieh 2012, 153, and Moriarty 2009, 457f ., do, and as I did above) because Rawls is very clear that an individual's self-respect hinges on what other people think of her: besides having a rational plan of life [. . . ] that satises the Aristotelian Principle, to build-up self-respect our person and deeds [must be] appreciated and conrmed by others and unless our endeavors are appreciated by our associates it is impossible for us to maintain the conviction that they are worthwhile (1999[1971] , 386f.). When it comes to work, Rawls is continuously interested in the relation between the individual and society and less concerned with the relation between the individual and what she actually does at work. He is, in my words, occupied with gaining meaning-through-one's-contribution-to-society, less with gaining meaning-through-the-use-of-one's-skills.
To be aware of this, edges our tools for reconstructing Rawls's account of work. The form of socialist critique Rawls is mainly inuenced by implies that for an individual to acquire the feeling that her work is meaningful, it can be sucient if she is aware that her work is part of a broader system of cooperation. It shows that an individual can get meaning out of her work if she has the feeling that what she does contributes to the reproduction and thriving of society even if the work itself, what she does on a daily basis, neither demands her exercise of judgment nor her initiative nor her intellect. The miners used to be the paradigm case of workers whose day-to-day labor is not only toilsome but also unhealthy as well as dangerous and who still attach a high meaning to and are very proud of their work. The source of this pride has usually been the miners', real or imagined, key role in the reproduction of society. 10 This is nicely captured in a recent interview with a German coal miner, Fritz Neurath, conducted by a group of sociologists. Neurath, so he tells the interviewers, suers under the fact that his branch of industry has lost its crucial importance for society over the last decades. He used to be very proud of his 10 This argument is central to Heilfurth's vast research on the work and culture of miners. The miners' identication with their profession is, according to him, unparalleled by any other profession and stems from the miners' conviction that their job is of central importance to society which translated into the saying: Die Bergwerke haben vielen Ländern gleichsam Herz und Leben gegeben (The mines gave a heart and life to a lot of countries) (1983[1981] , 11). occupation as long as his branch of industry was the backbone of German society which had, according to his conviction, been the case for decades as`the coal' has rebuilt the country after World War II and has been, due to the energy crises, indispensable throughout the 70s and, due to the mistrust of atomic energy created by Chernobyl, also in the 80s. Yet by now he has lost his pride in his job as thanks to the new, green energies coal mining has become a burden to society and can only survive thanks to subsidies (Schultheis/Vogel/Gemperle 2010, 90f.). Neurath, by the way, does not complain how tough his day-to-day labor is let alone how much he misses possibilities for initiative and the use of intellect.
This example in the negative of someone who lost meaning in his work demonstrates the high role a job's perceived or real contribution to society can play in giving meaning to one's job. With this option of giving meaning to a job in mind we can see that Rawls has good reason to recurrently emphasize the link between work and society. Even toilsome and intellectually unchallenging work can be appreciated by individuals if they are convinced that it is important for the functioning of society. As the acquisition of self-respect proceeds along the same linesviz. being a relation between an individual and society, these elaborations strengthen our assumption that self-respect is a primary component in a Rawlsian account of work while, at the same time, the meaningfulness of work understood as the exercise of judgment, initiative, and intellect (Aristotelian principle) is only of secondary importance. We can agree with Hsieh (2012, 153) and Moriarty (2009, 457f .) that, according to Rawls's theory, in order to build up self-respect, it is as a matter of fact essential for an individual to perceive her job as meaningful. Yet, Hsieh and Moriarty fail to see that the meaningfulness of a job is not exclusively a function of how demanding a job is with regards to the exercise of judgment, initiative and intellect. A job can be perceived as meaningful on dierent grounds, among them the comforting conviction that it fullls an essential role in a fair system of cooperation.
It is important at this point of the argument to remind the reader of where in Rawls's theory we currently nd ourselves. Otherwise it could look as if Rawls tried to nd an excuse for not improving the experiences of workers at work and consoling them by telling them that their personal sacrices during the time they work are made up by the thriving of society. This is surely not Rawls's or any reasonable person'sposition. Such a repressive understanding of work in Rawls's theory is precluded by the principles of justice which demand, rst and foremost, equal basic liberties, a demand that cuts through the whole of society, through all social unions and thereby also to relations at work. Hsieh, thus, makes an important point when he argues that Rawls's theory is in no way reconcilable to work that is characterized by relation[s] between workers and their employers [as] that of a servant to a master (2009, 405) .
Moreover, following the rst part of Rawls's second principle of justice (fair equality of opportunity) it is crystal-clear that every member of society must not only have formal access to but a fair chance to actually get the most selffullling and intellectually demanding job society has to oer. At the same time, Rawls is realistic enough to acknowledge that not all jobs necessary for the reproduction of society can be made to fulll the Aristotelian Principle without cutting the job's eciency on a proportion that is, in the end, detrimental to the life chances of the least-advantaged. By being aware of the meaning-throughone's-contribution-to-society-option one can see that Rawls's account of work has something on oer to the ones who hold a job that neither demands initiative nor intellect. With regards to the self-respect component of work this brings to the fore that also a toilsome and deadening job has potential for yielding self-respect, namely the self-respect one gets from the fact that one's hard work fullls an important function in the reproduction of society. It is quite obvious that Rawls's attention to this component of work brings along a strong criticism of how Western societies often think and speak of its miners, cleaners, garbage men and others, let alone how it pays them.
Furthermore, to interpret Rawls along the lines of the second socialist criticism reveals, I think, that there is a third component to the function of work in Rawls's account. When discussing work, Rawls is, as we have seen, not primarily concerned with the relation between the individual and what she does (the object of her work) but with the relation between the individual and her fellow members of society. Yet until now, we have focused on only one of two directions the relation between an individual and society can assume. We have been attentive to the fact that workers can derive self-respect through being aware of this relation, thereby putting the individual more on the receiving, society more on the giving end (the individuals treat the contribution to society merely as a vehicle to gain self-respect, so to speak).
However, Rawls also takes account of the opposite direction. Individuals are supposed to be aware that it is a reasonable demand that they contribute to society's overall well-being and are not only xed on their personal well-being. Thus, in Rawls's theory, individuals are by assumption fully cooperating members of society over a complete life, an assumption Rawls regards as fundamental because it implies that all are willing to work and to do their part in sharing the burdens of social life (2001, 179) . To work is for Rawls the most straightforward way to demonstrate that one is willing to contribute to society. 11 We might now better understand why the ideal of full employment is emphasized by Rawls (see above). If an individual does not get the opportunity to work she is barred from an important possibility to demonstrate her willingness to contribute to society.
But what does the trick? Why is work a straightforward way to demonstrate one's willingness to contribute to society? It is probably not too far-fetched to marry Rawls's account of work to the following, somewhat Hegelian, position: in that the products an individual's work contributes to are sold on anonymous markets, modern work forms have the potential to shape awareness in individuals that each member of society is connected to anyone else in a tightly-knit chain of production. This is the follow-up to the direct trade relations characteristic of pre-capitalist times when individuals produced for their subsistence or, at most, for a modest and manageable number of people.
Today, to work is to assume a role in the reproduction of a society that is no longer visible at a glance and, in that, the best way to develop a feeling that one is part of this vast and mostly anonymous society. In working, one is a direct member of the social union of social unions, to use one of Rawls's most cherished expressions, and not only an indirect one in being a member of the social union(s) one is born intothe familyor chooses according to gusto e.g. the local football club. We can say that Rawls shares the second socialist concernviz. individuals are only satised with their work when they perceive its contribution to society, but is, with Hegel and against Marx, less pessimistic when it comes to the possibilities oered by modern work relations for developing a sense of one's contribution to society via work. 12 On a policy level this could imply that there should be more eorts to publicly recognize and thereby raise awareness for the important contributions of workers to society, eorts that could encompass such heterogeneous measures as public holidays, prizes, but also books such as the one by De Bottom (2009) that celebrates workers. A lot of these measures could be very eective and still come at much lower costs than eorts to increase the meaningfulness of work by making day-to-day work intellectually more demanding.
Taking this Hegelian line into consideration, I think it is fair to say that there is a third component in Rawls's account of work. Work is supposed to entrench a sense of community in individuals as work provides the best opportunity for individuals to perceive their connection with, i.e. their being a part of, society a task all the more dicult in the vast and anonymous societies so characteristic of modernity but also duly justied in a well-ordered society because the good attained from the common culture far exceeds our work in the sense that we cease to be mere fragments: that part of ourselves that we directly realize is joined to a wider and just arrangement the aims of which we arm (Rawls 1999 (Rawls [1971 , 464).
To embed the claim that work has the role of ingraining a sense of community in individuals into the wider array of Rawls's theory it can be said that in assuming this role work is a crucial factor in an individuals' development of a sense of justice. A sense of justice, that great social asset (Rawls 1999 (Rawls [1971 , 504), is, according to Rawls's third psychological law, the result of feeling connected with other members of society, 13 something that work is capable of bringing about even under the tough circumstances for doing so that modern societies challenge us with. In being instrumental for the creation of a sense of justice work ultimately has the task of contributing to the stability of society as, 12 On Hegel, work, and building a sense of community see the rst part of Smith/Deranty (eds.) 2012.
13 This law [the third psychological one] states, so Rawls elaborates, that once the attitudes of love and trust, and of friendly feelings and mutual condence, have been generated in accordance with the two preceding psychological laws, then the recognition that we and those for whom we care are the beneciaries of an established and enduring just institution tends to engender in us the corresponding sense of justice. We develop a desire to apply and to act upon the principles of justice once we realize how social arrangements answering to them have promoted our good and that of those with whom we are aliated. In due course we come to appreciate the ideal of just human cooperation. (1999[1971] , 414f.; my italics) how Rawls (1999 how Rawls ( [1971 , 397) informs us, a sense of justice in citizens is pivotal for stability.
It is time to take stock: I have argued that Rawls's account of work consists of three components, an eciency component, a self-respect component, and a sense of community component. The latter two components separate Rawls from the instrumentalist position. The importance he attaches to the rst component puts him at a distance to the sentimentalist position, a distance that is furthered by Rawls's reluctance to elevate the importance of the meaningfulness of work in the sense of the Aristotelian Principle to the level of the three other components. It matters for an individual's self-respect that she considers her job meaningful but there is more than one way to achieve this. I reason that this interpretation of Rawls's account of work comfortably couches what is probably Rawls's most informative sentence when it comes to his understanding of work:
The lack of a sense of long-term security and of the opportunity for meaningful work and occupation is destructive not only of citizens' self-respect, but of their sense that they are members of society and not simply caught in it. (2002[1999] , 50; my italics)
The eciency component of work is, admittedly, not a part of the sentence. Yet, the sentence very well captures the self-respect and the sense of community component. Furthermore, when it comes to meaningful work in the sense of the Aristotelian Principle 14 the sentence provides a hint that in this domain Rawls is (merely) concerned with providing a fair opportunity to get such work, well aware that there is a constant societal need for jobs that do not fulll this criterion. 15 
Work within Rawls's Property-Owning Democracy
In order to strengthen the claim that the here presented account accurately represents Rawls's thoughts on the issue of work I intend to demonstrate its consistency with Rawls's understanding of a just society's economic order, with what he callsfollowing the economist Meade (1964)a Property-Owning Democracy. It is thus crucial to determine that the three components of work I laid 14 It can be assumed that when Rawls explicitly mentions`meaningful work' he refers to the understanding of meaningful work that Hsieh and Moriarty have in mind and not to the one I introduced here. bare in the above nd conrmation in Rawls's understanding of the economic order of his ideal society. As Rawls has merely provided a rough sketch of such a POD I will hereby mainly rely on Williamson's (2009) elaborations on Rawls's POD. In doing so, it is not necessary to follow Williamson into all the details of such a POD, but sucient to focus on the specications that have a bearing upon work. The main characteristic of such a PODwhat distinguishes it from welfare state capitalismis that, according to Rawls, instead of relying on redistribution of income [. . . ] at the end of each period, it, from the outset, put [s] in the hands of citizens generally, and not only of a few, sucient productive means for them to be fully cooperating members of society on a footing of equality (2001, 140) . The main instruments to achieve this are investments into education, a substantial inheritance tax, and a focus on consumption taxes rather than income taxes. Approaching Williamson's elaborations on Rawls's understanding of POD with an interest in the function of work, it is striking that work keeps playing an important role. Those heralding the end of work (Rifkin 2004 (Rifkin [1995 ) or the negligibility of (industrial) workers for the progress of society (Unger 2005) do not nd a supporter in Rawls. Quite the opposite, work is a vehicle to realize the wide spread of productive capital, the POD's main concern. Loosely following Schweickart's (1993) argument for democratically-organized worker cooperatives, Williamson argues that one important element in providing all citizens with sucient productive means is via the workplace, by expanding direct employee ownership of rms (2009, 447) . It is, therefore, not surprising that full-employment counts among a POD's goals (2009, 436) . This is consistent with Freeman who points out that Rawls's preference of a consumption tax over an income tax is mainly caused by the latter's tendency to discourage work and productive eorts and contributions (2007, 228) .
According to Williamson's blueprint of a POD, each member of society would have a diversied stock of capital of, at least, $ 100,000 (2009, 441) . Among the dierent assets that make up that diversied stock, Williamson is particularly concerned with home equity which would account for about a third of assets. His idea seems to be that the value of homeownership is not exhausted by the amount it would deliver were it converted into cash. On top of being economic capital, homeownership is a crucial condition for building up social capital, to borrow a concept from sociology (cf. Fukuyama 1999 and especially Putnam 2000) .
[N]ear-universal adult ownership of residential property, so Williamson lets us know, might help provide citizens with self-respect and contribute to a social order that fostered such respect (2009, 443; my italics) . Furthermore, and this is where social capital comes into the equation, we are told that [t]he fact of homeownership would give each household a tangible stake in the well-being of their local communities, and would help cultivate the idea that everyone has an interest in the overall health of the economic system (2009, 441; my italics).
We hereby meet again two objectives of Rawls that, according to the argument presented above, were already at the heart of the societal function Rawls attaches to work: giving self-respect to as well as entrenching a sense of community in individuals.
It is even, I suppose, a sensible extension of Williamson's Rawlsian account to blend the issue of homeownership with the issue of work. In order to realize the potential social capital of homeownership it must be complemented with stable working conditions. The self-respect and the interest in the local community that homeownership has up its sleeve will not get out into the open if it is not fostered by adjuvant working conditions. As Hochschild (1997) has illustrated with anecdotal evidence and as Hartmann and Honneth (in Honneth 2012, essay 10) have conceptualized in their`paradoxes of the capitalist modernization' approach, establishing deep and long-term relations with othersan individual's basis for building up self-respectand awakening community life is reliant upon working conditions that provide a sucient amount of free time as well as local proximity between work and home.
Besides the self-respect and the sense of community component also the eciency component of work nds conrmation in Williamson's POD. Williamson leaves no doubt that a Rawlsian POD is a market economy, and that that also holds for labor (2009, 448) . Obviously, for a follower of Rawls, this is not the case because the existence of markets is deemed a good per se but because of markets' eciency and consistency with the principles of justice. Moreover, Williamson follows in the footsteps of Rawls in dissociating himself from more utopian ideas for reconstructing modern-day work relations. This is not limited to declarations as when he makes clear that a POD is not an ideal that valorizes industrial workers or regards them as the necessary agents of social change (2009, 449) but also reected in concrete policy considerations. Despite a widely-shared sympathy with the idea of an economy of small entrepreneurs instead of the large-scale, corporate-giants-yielding capitalism of the present day, Williamson plainly rejects any plans for returning to the world of small-scale businesses. 16 In doing so, he drives a coach and four horses through the sentimentalists' ambition to do all it takes to give more meaning to day-to-day labor in the sense of increasing the exercise of judgment, initiative, and intellect on the part of workers.
A small-entrepreneur economysomething akin to the medieval world of the craftsmen as the German Romanticists have idolized itis the most promising and most straightforward path to giving this sort of meaning to day-to-day labor. Such an economy, in fact, gures as the lost ideal of some of the followers of Marx when it comes to bringing back meaning-through-the-use-of-one's-skills.
The medieval craftsmen produced entirely on their own, at a max with the help of an apprentice, and, thanks to the thereby reached high real net output ratio, allegedly found meaning in their work through the use-of-skills, among them the technical skills required by their trade but also, I suppose, judgment, initiative, and intellect (cf. Honneth 2012, essay 4, for a critical take on this sort of socialist critique). It is, thus, no coincidence that Hsieh points out that it is especially 16 The reasons Williamson provides are, rst, that, once achieved, the world of small-scale businesses might not be stable, second, it is inecient in industries that rely on economies of scale, third, it makes it dicult to uphold labor and environmental protection, fourth, its legal implementation would be overly complicated, maybe even impossible, and, fth, eorts to implement it might lead to upheavals (2009, 4446) . the highly specialized jobs in factories that are routine, boring and devoid of meaning (2008, 75) , just the opposite jobs to the one's of the lost world of the craftsmen. 17
Rawls's Account of Work and its Bearing upon Basic Income
The implementation of a basic income (BI) is arguably the most debated policy issue with important implications for the role work plays in society. The idea behind BI is that the government guarantees a sum of money to each citizen on a regular basis whereby each gets the same amount no matter whether she works or not, no matter whether she is rich or poor. Citizenship is, hence, the sole condition to qualify for BI. The current proposal in Switzerland, for instance, suggests providing each citizen with 2,500 Swiss Francs (about US-$ 2,600) on a monthly basis. However, most proposals in the philosophic literature are far below that value and gure rather at around $ 600 per month. For the purposes of this article we can stay agnostic with regards to the precise amount and rather stipulate that it is above the social minimum. Thereby, BI would give each member of society the opportunity to refrain from working and, in doing so, massively alter the role of work in most societies in that work would no longer be the single most important factor for acquiring the means for survival. After a few more general considerations concerning the relation of Rawls's POD with BI, I am going to use the account of work here ascribed to Rawls in order to investigate how BI would have to be evaluated from a Rawlsian perspective. It has been argued that the realization of a POD along Rawlsian lines rendered BI obsolete. According to Hsieh, the widespread ownership of capital (WOC henceforth) that is characteristic of POD reduces an individual's dependence on work and, in doing so, workers' dependence on capital owners in the same way BI would (2012, 156 ). Yet, BI merely substitutes, so Hsieh's argument seems to run, one dependence by another, namely dependence on capital owners by dependence on the government, in that under a BI regime the recipient [of BI] depends on the specic decision of the state to keep on paying BI, something that was not the case when there would be WOC (2012, 156) . I can see Hsieh's point, though I think he overstates the dierence between WOC and BI with regards to the issue of dependence on the state. The rst thing to note is that an individual's dependence on a state's decision under a BI regime can be decreased easily by adding a (constitutional) provision that an ination-adjusted BI must not be abolished for a certain amount of yearssay 30.
Second, in opposition to Hsieh's assumption, WOC does not provide that much independence from a decision of the state either. For one thing, starting in the here and now, WOC can only be realized by a redistribution of wealth concerted by the state. This is true also for the sensible proposal brought to the fore by Williamson (2012) , giving the state 20 years to achieve WOC by relying on rather modest increases in taxes. Nevertheless, when a government at one point in time decides to alter the distribution of income so that it yields WOC, it can, under a dierent majority situation, undo that distribution and bring back the massive inequalities contemporary societies grapple with. For another thing, even a government that would not subscribe to such restorative ends once WOC was reached would be obliged to permanently keep in place policies that uphold the decentralization of capital. The reason is that market societies, at least as we know of them, have a tendency to lead to wealth inequalities. Give $ 100,000 to each member of society and take away everything else she owns, it will not take long for some to have billions and for others to be broke. So even under a fully-functioning POD, one should not overestimate an individual's economic independence from decisions of the state.
The point that WOC is unstable if not enduringly fostered by the state which, following Nozick's famous example (1974, 1604) , might be called the Wilt-Chamberlain-problemeven shows that BI, far from being obsolete, could be an integral part of a POD as it could serve as an instrument to help secure WOC once it is reached. In guaranteeing a xed amount of money each month, BI works against the market's tendency to lead to economic inequalities. In that respect it is superior to Ackerman's and Alstott's (1999) suggestion of providing a lump sum payment to individualssay at the age of 18. The latter is more heavily burdened with the Wilt-Chamberlain-problem as it does nothing to stabilize intra-generational WOC. 18 Furthermore, BI could be an ingredient in the recipe for reaching WOC. Under a BI regime individuals have the possibility to continue with their working life and use the additional BI income to build up a stock of capital. As a matter of fact, Williamson suggests using BI as one measure among others for establishing a POD as well as for maintaining it (2009, 444; 2012, 243, n. 9) .
However, to argue for BI from a Rawlsian perspective is not only convincing due to implementation and stability considerations but also because there is 18 The idea of a lump sum payment is at the heart of the stakeholder society sketched by Ackerman/Alstott 1999. There is one caveat with respect to the BI's superiority to a lump sum payment when it comes to the Wilt-Chamberlain problem: There must be a prohibition to take up a loan on the net present value of the BI income stream over an individual's life because taking up such a loan would be the same as converting the BI to a lump sum payment. It is, in my opinion, fairly easy to uphold such a prohibition without running the risk of breaking down the loan market as pictured in Ackerman's and Alstott's bleak account of the eects of such a prohibition (cf. 2006, 49) . It can be achieved in that lenders are prohibited to issue a loan based on the value of a BI stream. In case of default they must prove that their assessment of the loan they issued did not take into account money the borrower would receive from BI. If this was the case they would refrain from issuing loans based on the net present value of BI. At the same time, this would not change the loan market as we know it. Just as today, money will be lent based on collaterals dierent from BI such as property, bailment or a promising business idea. Also Ackerman's and Alstott's (2006, 49) argument that this prohibition would lead to a sinister black market where`street thugs' lend money based on the net present value of an individuals' BI stream is not carrying force. The debtor can just go to court, and the loan from the street thug will be nullied based on the fact that it depended on BI as collateral. That street thugs usually do not care for court orders, is, as Ackerman and Alstott seem to overlook, not a problem that emerges only after the introduction of BI. strong reason to suppose that BI provided special benets to the least-advantaged. 19 Leaving aside the fact that the targeted social welfare systems as practiced in Western democracies provide plenty of room for improvement and solely concentrating on the potential benets of BI, one could come up with the following points: a BI that provides at least the social minimum might reduce the fear of job loss, might end the phenomenon of working poor, might increase the bargaining power of the suppliers on the labor market, might turn less important the rather unrealistic goal of full employment, and render less harmful the fact that there is no equal access to the labor market due to inequalities in education. There can be no doubt that it is the least advantaged that suer most from the problems BI would alleviate, maybe even eradicate.
Last but not least, BI caters to the value of neutrality in that each member of society receives an equal amount of money, 20 while at the same time having the most impact on the least-advantaged as the amount of money it provides makes the most dierence to them in that it increases their income by the highest proportion. These considerations may be far from proving that BI is in accord with Rawls's two principles of justice (cf. Birnbaum 2010 for an eort to prove that) but provide sucient evidence to allow us to move on and investigate how BI fares with regards to the account of work here ascribed to Rawls. There is ample reason to assume that a social-minimum-providing BI decreased the percentage of the population that holds a regular job and/or the time people work in their job as work would no longer be indispensable to reach the social minimum. This is, as a matter of fact, the main reason why the majority of its proponents demand the implementation of BI. BI is supposed to free individuals from the need to work (cf. Van Parijs 1995). So we can presume that the introduction of BI will have consequences for the societal functions Rawls attaches to work: the eciency component, the self-respect component, and the sense of community component.
BI would undoubtedly shift the balance of power on the labor market in the direction of workers as it made them less dependent on work. The impact this supposedly has on the eciency of our economies does not fall into the domain of the philosopher. Philosophy must hereby rely on economics. When skimming the economic literature on the boons and banes of BI, one immediately feels a connection with Truman's grievance over the lack of one-armed economists. 21 One economic model predicts that BI is hugely inferior to other economic programs when it comes to eradicating poverty (Harvey 2006) ; another calculates in a comparative study of four European countries that various BI schemes would, 19 Van Parijs 1995 is probably the most elaborated case for BI. Yet, as this pro-BI account rests on strictly libertarian grounds and not on any special concern for the least-advantaged, it can, from a Rawlsian perspective, not be more than a right policy recommendation for wrong reasons.
20 I am thus, at least partially, disagreeing with Elster's empirical claim that BI could not nd support as it is in contradiction to core values of Western societies (1986, 719 in most cases, be the most ecient welfare policy (Colombino et al. 2010) ; while still another estimates that BI would be nice to have but not really make a big dierence (Garnkel/Huang/Naidich 2006) . 22 This inconclusiveness on the side of the economists is dissatisfying, but provides rather an argument for giving BI a try and, thanks to such an experiment, generate empirical data economists can work withespecially a country as well-o as Switzerland could aord to take such as risk, and be it only in the name of science. 23 I come to the next component that drives Rawls's tripartite account of work. Associations formed at work are an important source for individuals to build self-respect, so was said. As BI would presumably lead to a reduction of the working population (the evidence is also on this point not exhaustive), it might be argued that it narrowed chances for building up self-respect. On the other hand, there is a high positive correlation between belonging to the camp of the least-advantaged and having a job that is not prone to lead to self-respect maybe even holding a job that due to its low social standing is detrimental to self-respect. Furthermore, there is ample reason to assume that BI mitigates the stigmatization that often comes along with unemployment. Being out of work will become more common and can no longer be equaled to an inability to nd work. For that reasons, and because Rawls assumes that for building up self-respect it suces to nd one social union where one gets armation by others (see above), it might, thus, not be too dicult to replace work as a source of self-respect. BI might even increase the chances for self-respect as individuals will gain time they can devote to other social unions. 24 At the same time, BI will presumably not, or only in a minor way, decrease the possibilities for gaining self-respect through work on the side of the ones that heavily rely on work to build up self-respect. It seems unlikely that BI will, for instance, have a negative eect on the public armation experienced by physicians and engineers. However, it might be important that the implementation of BI nds broad support in society. Otherwise BI could lead to a stigmatization of the one's who merely receive BI but do note.g. via workcontribute to generating the capital needed to pay out BI. 25 Nevertheless, all in all, it seems fair to say that there is a Rawlsian case for BI that proceeds along the lines of providing self-respect. The onus of proof is here on the side of the opponents of BI. 26 22 So today, at least, one meets one-armed economists. Building on Truman, we now wish for one-armed economics.
23 As a matter of fact, there is very little real world experience with BI. The state of Alaska pays the so called`Alaska Permanent Fund' but with around $ 1,200/year it is hardly enough to provide a social minimum. Iran has recently implemented something akin to BI on a level that guarantees a social minimum, a reform that was even praised by the IMF (The Economist 2011). Yet, Iran is surely not what could be deemed a test case for Western nation states.
24 Thereby Rawls argues that for building up self-respect it does not matter which occupation it is that generates self-respect in an individualbe it artistic work, going to the opera, joining a football club or watching talk-shows togetherbecause there is, this is at least what Rawls supposes, no measure for the moral worth of an occupation (1999[1971], 387f.) . 25 So there is a possibility that BI will generate a paradoxical eect in making work even more important for getting social recognition just as Calvinism and its doctrine of predestination made (economic) success in life much more important as such success was identied with proving that one was among the chosen ones. 26 In opposition to a very helpful anonymous review of this article I think it would be too With regards to entrenching a sense of community in individualsthe third function I ascribed to Rawls's account of workthe prospects for BI are less bright. Work is a fertile vehicle for instilling a sense of community in individuals as it has, so it was argued above, the potential to provide the feeling of an immediate connection with society as the social union of social unions. It might be argued that BI has potential to do so as well. After all, individuals receive BI from the state and might therefore be thankful to as well as feel honored by society. Yet a less sanguine and probably more realistic assessment yields that BI runs a chance of creating the feeling that one has a right to get something from society without a need to provide a service in return. This suspicion seems to be behind Rawls's sideswipe at the ones who live on welfare and surf all day o Malibu (2001, 179) , an utterance that Freeman interprets in the following way: [Rawls] does not regard it as appropriate to provide people with full`welfare' payments if they are able but unwilling to work. By providing a social minimum for all whether they work or not, the welfare state can encourage dependency among the worst-o, and a feeling of being left out of society (2007, 229) , probably even, as one might add to Freeman's skepticism of welfare payments to people unwilling to work, provide incentives to behave unfairly. 27 What makes this problem especially pressing is that work's potential for entrenching a sense of community cannot that easily be replaced by other occupations as work's potential to build up self-respect. To develop a sense of community it does not suce that an individual becomes a member of an association the aims of which she nds meaningful and that provides her with armation by her fellow-members. Being the top-scorer of your local hockey team or the know-it-all in your evening book club might be great for your selfrespect but does not instill in you the sense that you are part of a society-wide or even a world-wide system of cooperation, that you are, to repeat Rawls's words, a member of society and not simply caught in it.
However, I do not hold this to be a lethal objection to BI from a Rawlsian perspective. Somewhat with Rawls against Rawls it is probably best to say that proponents of BI are supposed to provide a glimpse on what might replace work's potential for entrenching a sense of community. 28 Moreover, we must not forget that despite work's potential to instill a sense of community it is far less narrow to interpret Rawls as saying that the only legitimate way to build up self-respect is via contributing to the well-being of society. In the rst section of this article I argued that the relation between the individual and society is a two-way street. On the one side, the individual is allowed to use society to acquire self-respect but it is also legitimate if she acquires self-respect via dierent means. On the other side, society rightfully expects individuals to contribute to society's well-being and individuals ought to be aware of that. In that sense one can separate the self-respect component from the sense of community component. It is hence, and here the article agrees with the review's concern, not sucient that BI is merely armed by the former component, BI is only legitimate if it does at the same time not violate the latter component. To this point we now turn. 27 For the extension of Freeman on this point I thank an anonymous reviewer. 28 Volunteer work is probably the most obvious candidate. Thus, incentivizing volunteer clear whether work, under the current circumstances, really delivers this eect. Hence, by the implementation of BI we might not lose too much in that respect; we might merely lose a potential not an actualization, so to speak. Nevertheless, when it comes to the third function of work, the onus of proof rests on the side of the proponents of BI.
Concluding Remarks
The eort to reconstruct Rawls's account of work out of his few and widely dispersed remarks on the issue allows, on the one hand, to clearly distance Rawls's account of work from the instrumentalist account which is tightly connected with the libertarians' idiosyncratic understanding of individual freedom. On the other hand, Rawls's account of work keeps its eyes on the prize in not falling prey to the ambitious, presumably over-ambitious and thus probably rather detrimental, expectations of the role work can assume in contemporary society that are characteristic of the sentimentalist position. An application of Rawls's account of work to the idea of BI resulted rather in the armative while pointing to a potential problem the proponents of BI should attend to. Yet, due to the lack of empirical evidence with regards to the economic eects of BI this investigation involved a lot of guesswork, and, even if the here presented interpretation of Rawls's account of work shall turn out to be correct, the Rawlsian armation of BI is merely a tentative one. Last but not least, I presume it is fair to say that the article at hand has shown that all those who believe that work is not the sole but, nevertheless, an important part in the project of creating a fairer society in which individual as well as community life ourishes can rely on the sense of proportion and the sobriety of John Rawls. Recently there has been much ado about how radical the implications of Rawls's political philosophy really are (cf. Chambers 2012). I do not think it is a coincidence that the here conducted investigation has come across Rawls's sense of proportionespecially when contrasted with the instrumentalists and the sentimentalists. Such a sense of proportion is probably the most salient feature of Rawls's oeuvre, and aptly captured by Simmons when he says that for Rawls it is essential that we be careful with our political sledgehammers and seek justice thoughtfully (2010, 36) . Usually such a quality is supposed to be at odds with radicalism. In Rawls's case it might be dierent though: His sense of proportion makes his philosophy rather more than less radical as it leads to, what could be called, sustainable radicalism or, maybe better, radicalism with a lot of staying power.
work might be a favorable companion to establishing a BI regime. The benets of volunteer work to society are vigorously defended by Rifkin (2004 Rifkin ( [1995 , part V).
